Test of the quantum instanton approximation for thermal rate constants for some collinear reactions.
Two variants of the recently developed quantum instanton (QI) model for calculating thermal rate constants of chemical reactions are applied to several collinear atom-diatom reactions with various skew angles. The results show that the original QI version of the model is consistently more accurate than the "simplest" quantum instanton version (both being applied here with one "dividing surface") and thus to be preferred. Also, for these examples (as with other earlier applications) the QI results agree well with the correct quantum rates (to within approximately 20% or better) for all temperatures >200 K, except for situations where dynamical corrections to transition state theory (i.e., "re-crossing" dynamics) are evident. (Since re-crossing effects are substantially reduced in higher dimensionality, this is not a cause for serious concern.) A procedure is also described which facilitates use of the METROPOLIS algorithm for evaluating all quantities that appear in the QI rate expression by Monte Carlo path integral methods.